The article shows experimentally that the internal circulation velocity and patterns in sessile droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces is a function of the surface curvature. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analysis reveals that increasing convexity deteriorates the advection velocity whereas concavity augments the same. A scaling model analysis based on the effective curvature modulated change in wettability is found to predict the phenomenon, but weakly. Potential flow 2 theory is appealed to and the curvatures are approximated as wedges with the rested droplet engulfing them in part. The spatially averaged experimental velocities are found to conform to the mathematical predictions. The present study may have strong implications in thermofluidics transport phenomena at the microscale.
Introduction -Fluid dynamics, thermal and species transport in droplets has been an area of tremendous academic interest, since droplet dynamics is essential in several scientific and engineering applications. Examples involve combustion engines 1, 2 , microfluidic biological manipulation
3, 4
; spray coating 5 and drug administering 6 , printing technology 7, 8 , agriculture 9, 10 , cooling technologies 11 , and so forth. Droplets are broadly classified into the pendent (suspended) and sessile (seated). The sessile droplets pose a more complex condition as its shape and size is determined by the equilibrium of three phases (liquid, surrounding gas and solid surface).
Consequently, thermofluidics in sessile droplets, typically droplet impact and spreading events
12-
14 , thermal transport 15 and mass transfer 16 , has received extensive attention among academicians.
Additionally, the sessile droplet dynamics are strongly governed by the wettability of the surface, and research in the direction ranging from superhydrophobic (SH) 17, 18 to superhydrophilicity 19 have received immense focus in the last few years.
One of the more interesting phenomena in sessile droplets, typically those resting on SH surfaces, is the presence of prominent internal fluid circulation 20- 22 . This is brought about by the Marangoni stresses generated across the droplet interface due to proximity to surface molecules 3 which have aversion towards water molecules. The stresses generated, along with mass continuity principle, leads to advective motion within an otherwise stationary droplet.
Interestingly, pendent droplets also exhibit internal circulation when thermal or solutal Marangoni advection is forcefully imposed 23, 24 . The motivation of the present study derives clue from reports that curvature of a surface essentially modulates the wettability of a droplet 25, 26 .
The modulated wettability would thus be expected to govern the strength and pattern of internal circulation in sessile droplets seated on curved SH surfaces. The present article describes a novel phenomenon corroborating this theory and experimentally and analytically illustrates the curvature dependent modulation of internal circulation dynamics on SH surfaces.
Experimental methods -The experimental setup has been illustrated in Figure 1 . All experiments were performed at 30 ± 1 o C and relative humidity of 48 ± 2.5 %. Results and analysis -Convex cylinders of radii 5, 3.5 and 2 mm, convex spheres of radii 4.75, 3.5 and 2.35 mm, and concave cylindrical grooves of radii 3, 2 and 1 mm were studied. The droplet was carefully seated axisymmetric on the curved surfaces and flow visualization was performed. Fig. 2 illustrates the time average, spatial velocity contours and vector distribution for variant convex curved systems compared to the flat SH case. It is observable that while the circulation pattern is more or less retained throughout the droplet, the overall strength of the mean circulation velocity, as well as the maximum velocity within the droplet diminishes as a function of increasing curvature. Additionally, it is observed that the reduction in velocity is further augmented in case of spheres than the cylinders. This can be attributed to the fact that the two curvatures of spheres promote greater resistance to the flow than the single curvature of 6 cylinders. For concave cylinders ( fig. 3 ), the opposite is observed and augmentation in velocity is noted. The velocity increases with increased concave curvature. It is noteworthy however, that for droplet radius equal to concave groove radius ( fig. 3 (c) ) the velocities drastically reduce.
This is attributed to the frictional dissipation at the wall caused due to contact of droplet outer surface to the groove inner walls. positive, whereas the concave curvature as negative and the sign needs to be incorporated in the curve radius (a) a . In the event the frontal projected length of the contact diameter (c) a can be determined, the effective contact angle (θ') a can be mathematically expressed as
It may be readily observed that with increasing positive curvature (or convexity) or decreasing curve radius, the difference between the effective contact angle and true contact angle increases, indicating higher effective wetting. From an intuitive standpoint also this mechanism is correct. A droplet sitting on a spherical cap engulfs a larger contact surface compared to its flat counterpart, thereby making if a more wetted contact. On the contrary, increased concavity reduces the contact area of the droplet, leading to augmented effective contact angle and 8 improved hydrophobicity. The deteriorated hydrophobicity in convex SH surface signifies that it has shifted a little closer to the hydrophilic regime than the flat case, which could explain the suppression in circulation velocity (droplets exhibit stagnant interiors on hydrophilic surfaces) and the same logic explains augmented circulation velocity with increasing concavity. Thereby, it can be proposed that the ratio of contact angles with respect to the flat case could be a measure of the change in wettability (the ratio, θ'/θ will be > 1 for increasing concavity and < 1 for increasing convexity). Based on order of magnitude scaling, it could be argued that the ratio of average circulation velocity in curved case (U c ) to that of the flat case (U f ) will scale as (
where n is a real number. However, analysis shows that the typical scaling does not hold true and the experimental observations do not comply with the scaling over the whole curvature spectrum. Thereby, while the effective wettability ratio might be important, is alone cannot predict the observations. to an equivalent wedge of included angle α (in radians). For wedge flows, the complex flow potential ω can be expressed as a function of z (z=re iθ ), where r and θ represent the radial and angular components of a polar coordinate system with origin at the center of the curved body, Fig. S4  a ) coordinates in an argand plane as
Where the index m represents the nature of the wedge flow as m= π / α and V is a real constant. 
Upon evaluating Eqns. 5 and 6, the expressions for a convex system can be expressed as
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For a concave system, the limits of integration for the radial component will be -a to (2r d -a) .
To incorporate the effects of change in wettability, the scaled contact angle ratio is introduced into the equations. The mean radial and angular components of velocity are determined from Fig. 4 and good predictability is observed for the model. (Fig S3 (a) a ) exhibits vortex pattern distributed uniformly, indicating stable planar circulation. For convex cylinders, the vortical zone is pushed slightly away from the surface, indicating loss of circulation span (Fig S3 (b)  a ) . As curvature increases, the vortical zone is pushed away towards the droplet apex, with decay in the vortex core strength (Fig S3 (c) a ), indicating decrease in circulation span as well as strength. For concave grooves, the increase in curvature causes the vortical zone to distribute more uniformly and intensifies the core strength, since the concave shape ( Fig. S3 (d) a ) promotes stable circulation pattern compared to the flat case. When the droplet diameter is equal to the groove diameter (Fig S3 (e) a ), the velocity reduction due to wall friction diminishes the span and magnitude of the vortical zone.
Conclusions -To infer, the article discusses the phenomenon of curvature dependent behavior of internal circulation within sessile droplets on SH surfaces. PIV experiments show that the circulation velocity augments for concave SH surfaces and decreases on convex surfaces.
Surfaces with dual curvature are more potent in modulating the flow dynamics than single curvatures. The velocity is observed to be function of the curvature and alteration in effective wettability on curved surfaces is proposed as a mechanism. The vorticity is also mapped from PIV data and the vertical dynamics are modified by the curvatures. The curvature is approximated as wedge and potential flow theory is employed to determine the spatially averaged velocities. The mathematical predictions are observed to be consistent with experimental observations. The present findings may have important implications in microscale thermofluidic transport phenomena.
